
 

MEPs on EU-UK negotiations, COVID-19, climate
goals and a decent budget
 
Parliament discussed the outcome of last week’s EU summit with European Council
President Michel, Commission Vice-President Šefčovič and EU Brexit chief negotiator
Barnier.
 
On the negotiations with the UK on the future relationship, European Council President Charles
Michel and the EU chief negotiator Michel Barnier outlined that the EU is ready to negotiate 24/7
to find compromises on level playing field, governance and fisheries, based on legal texts.
However,  the UK government must give guarantees,  not  only words:  “What’s the point  of
signing an international  agreement,  if  it  is  not  implemented in full?”  asked Michel.
 
Member states coordinate better with each other to tackle pandemic
 
Charles Michel and Maroš Šefčovič reported on decisions taken to improve coordination at EU
level to combat the second wave of the pandemic. They also updated MEPs on member states’
efforts to find an agreement on the Climate Law by the end of the year and reported on plans to
step up the relationship between the EU and Africa.
 
Most political group speakers welcomed the firm position taken by the EU27 and by Michael
Barnier to achieve a level playing field and to avoid social and environmental dumping in the
future relationship with the UK.
 
Referring to EP President Sassoli’s statement, they criticised EU leaders for dragging their feet
on climate protection and on the EU long-term budget, which must reflect the urgent need for
common investment in education, research, health, digital and green transition without putting
an undue burden on future generations.
 
Listen to individual statements by clicking on hyperlinks below 
 
Opening statements by European Council President Charles Michel, Commission VP Maroš
Šefčovič and the EU chief negotiator Michel Barnier
 
Political group speakers Siegfried Mureşan (EPP, RO), Iratxe García Pérez (S&D, ES), Dacian
Cioloş (RE, RO), Nicolas Bay (ID, FR), Ska Keller (Greens/EFA, DE), Derk Jan Eppink (ECR,
NL), Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL, EL),
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https://europarl.europa.eu/the-president/en/newsroom/sassoli-new-negotiation-round-on-mff---european-parliament-will-work-in-constructive-way-to-defend-citizens-and-businesses
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/european-council-15-16-october-2020_16605_pk
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/plenary-session-conclusions-of-the-european-council-meeting-of-15-and-16-october-2020-in-particular-the-negotiations-of-the-future-relations-with-the-uk-meps-debate-13_I197526-V_v


Closing statements by Maroš Šefčovič, Vice-President and Charles MICHEL, Council
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Further information
European Council 15-16 October - video package

https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/european-council-15-16-october-2020_16605_pk
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